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Given integers k,s,t with 0 ( s ( t and k ) 0, a (k,t,s)-
Iinear forest F is a graph that is the vertex disjoint ur-iion of
I paths with a totai of k edges and with s of the paths being
singie vertices. A graph G of order n is (k,t, s)-hamiltouian
if for any (k,1, s)-linear forest f' there is a hamiltonian cycle
conta,ining the linear forest f'. If the paths of the forest f'
are reqr-rired to appear on the hamiltonian cycle in a specified
order, then the graph is said to be (k, f , s)-ordered hamiltonian.
If, in addition, eacir path in the system is oriented and must
be traversed in the order of the orientation, then the graph
is said to be strongly (k,t,s)-ordered hamiltonian. Minimum
degree conditions and minimum sum of degree conditions for
nonadjacent vertices that imply a graph is (strongly) (k, f , s)-
ordered hamiltonian are proved. Examples showing that these
constraints are best possible are provided.
1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will deal only with finite graphs without loops or
multiple edges. Notation will be standard, and we will geuerally
foliow the notation of Chartrand and Lesniak in ICLSO]. For a graph
G we will use G to represent the vertex set I/(G) and th.e edge set
E(G) r,vhen the meaning is clear from the context. Given a subset
(or subgraph) f1 of a graph G and a vertex u,let r|11fu) denote the
degree of u relative to 11. Given a subset 11 of vertices of a graph
G, the subgraph incluced by 11 will also be denoted by H. Thus, for
example, G - H will denote a set of vertices in G not in 11 as weli
as a subgraph spanned by these vertices, depending on the context.
The connectivity of G with be denoted by x.(G).
Various degree conditions have been investigated rvhich imply
that a graph has hamiltonian type properties. The most colttmon
condition involves the minimum degree of a graph G, denoted b5,
d(G). Another condition studied extensively is the sum of degrees of
nonadjacent vertices. For a graph G, o2(G) ) p means that d(u) -f
d(") > p for each pair z and u of nonadjacent vertices in G.
The ciassical results of Dirac [D52] and Ore 1060] gar,,e degree
conditions that iurply the existence of a spanning cycie, and so the
graph is harliltonian. These classical results were generalized in
mary ways, but r,ve r.vill center our attention or two generalizatiots.
The first generalization lve will consider was introduced by Posa in
[P6 ] by considering degree conditions that imply the existence of
hamiltonian cycles that contained specified edges, or more generally
specified rrertex disjoint paths (linear forests). This result is stated
in Section 2. This leads to a series of definitions which ivill formalize
this concept.
Definition I ; Letk)0,t) l, and,O{ slt befiredintegers. ,4
(,k, f , s)-linear forest F ts a uerter di,sjoi,nt union of t paths with a
total of k edges and wi,th. s of the paths just a szngle uerter. I{hen the
number of szngle ue'rter paths i,s not crztzcal for F, i,t wtll be d,enoted
as si,mply a (k,t)-li,near forest.
Definition 2 : Letk)0 andt> I befiredintegers. A graphG is
(k,/, s)-hamiltonian 'if Jor each (k.t,s)-llnear forest F ctf G. there
zs a hatnzltonzan cycle of G contaznzng F.
The next generalization of the classical results of Dirac ancl Ore
we will consider is a consequence of the introduction of the concept
of. k-ordered, (harni,l,ton,ian) by Ng and Schultz in [NS97].
Definition 3 . A grapl'r, G 'is k-o'rd,ered (hamiltoni,an) i,f giuen any
orde'red set S oJ k 'ue'rtices, the're 'is a (hami,ltonr.an) cycl,e th.at con,-
tazns S and th,e'ue'rt'ices oJ S a're encountered on, tlte cycle'in the
speci,fied order.
Conditions on d(G) and o2(G) that imply a graph G is ,k-ordered
or k-ordered hamiltonian can be found in [KSS99] and [FGKLSS03],
and the results are stated in Section 2. The concept of k-ordered
was extended from vertices to linear forests in ICFGJLP0a]. The
foilorving two definitions form the basis of the extension.
Definition 4 : Let k ) 0 and0 ( s { t be fi,red'integers. A (k,t,s)-
lznear forest F i,s sai,d to be ordered i.f the set of paths zs ordered,
and the l'inear forest zs strongly ordered, i,f i,n addztzon, there'is
an ori,entat'ion on each of th,e patLts.
Definition 5 : Let k > 0 andA ( s ( t befi.redinteget-s andG
be a graph oJ orde'r n. A graph G i,s (k.f. s)-ordered tJ fo'r each.
ordered (.k,t,s)-lznear forest F of G, there zs a cycle C of G con-
ttr,zntng F that encounters the paths i,n the correct order. If F zs also
strongly ordered, and the orientat'ion of each, path i's respected as 'it
appears on C, then G zs strongly (k, t, s)-ordered. If the cycle
C is hamilton'ian, then G 'r,s sai.d to be (stuongly) (k. t. s)-ordered
hamiltonian.
In [CFGJLP04] sharp conditions on surr] of degrees of nonadja-
cent vertices that imply a graph is strongly (k, t, s)-ordered hamilto-
nian were proved, and the results ale stated in Section 2. The results
in [CFGJLP04] will be extended in this paper to include minimum
degree conditions that imply strongly (k, t, s)-ordered hamiltoniau.
and also minimurn degree and snn of degrees of nonadjaceut vertices
conditions that imply (,k,l, s)-ordered hamiltonian. N,{ore specifically,
the following three theorems will be proved in Section 4.
The following result can also be considered as an extension of
the main resuit in IKSS99] which implies a graph G of order n r,vith
d(G) > lnl2l + ltl2) - 1 is strongly (0,1, t)-ordered hamiltonian.
Theorem L : Letk> I and)l s <t be,integers, andG a graph
of suffici.ently la'rge order n. The graph G zs strongly (k,t,s)-ordered
hami.ltonr,an ,f 6(G) satzsfi,es any of the follou,ng corudi.tr,ons:
(r) .t(G) >(n*k+t-3)12 whent),3,
(rr) d(G) > (n + k) l2 when t { 2.
Also, all of the condi,trons on 6(G) are sharp.
The next two results deal with the wea]<er condition of (,k, t, s)-
ordered harniltonian, and so the strong requirement is dropped. In
tlre following €s,r : 0, 1 or 2 for s : l, 3(t - L)14 ( s ( f. or
0 ( s < 3(t - l) 14 respectively.
Theorem 2 : Letlt>l and)l slt be'integers, andG agraph
of suffici.ently large orde'r'n. The graplt. G i,s (k,t,s)-ordered hami,l-
ton'ian r,f o2(G) satzsfies any of the followi,ng cond'itzons:
andt)6,
(i,ti) oz(G)) n*k+(3t-9)12-e,,1 when3<t <2s. and
(t,t) * (2,3),
(n oz(G))n*k+t-5
(ri,) oz(G) ) nllc+t+ s -G
(*) oz(G))n*k+t+s-5
(r) "z(G))n-|k





Also, all of the condztions on o2(G) are sharp.
This next result can also be considered an extension the main
result in [KSS99] dealing with the case when k :0.
Theorem 3 : Letkll andO(s( tber.ntegers, andG ag,rapft,ctJ
suffici,ently lar-ge o'rder n. The graph G r,s (k,t, s)-ordered ha,m,zlton,i,an
t 6(G) sati,sfies any of the fol,lowi,ng condzt'rnns;
(r) d(G) > (n*k+t-5)12 when s:0 andt> 5,
(i,r) d-(G) > (n*k+t- 4)12 when s :l andt) 4 or s :0
andt:4,
(zi.t) d(G) > (n-t k+t-3)12 :*Tr< 
s < t andt) 3 or
5:U, I andt:3.
(*) d(G) > (n + k) 12 when t 4 2.
Also, all of the con,d'iti,ons on 6(G) are sharp.
2 K]\OWl\ RESULTS
In this section a sumrnary of the results dealing with linear forests,
k-ordered, and hamiltonian that lead to the nain results Theorem
1, Theoren 2, and Theorem 3 are listed. The following result of
Posa [P64] and extended by Kronk in [K69] implies the existence of
a hamiltonian cycle containing a specified linear forest.
Theorem 4 ; Posa [P64] Let 0 1t I lr be 'integers and G a graph
of o'rder n. If o2(G) ) n* k (or d(G) > (n+k)12), th,en G i,s
(k,t,0)-hamr,lton'ian. Also, both the o2 bound and the 6 bound are
sh,arp wi,tlt respect to general n and general (k,t,0)-linear forests.
After the definition of k-ordered hamiltonian was introduced by
Ng and Schultz [NS97], the following theorem was the first degree
result with a sharp bound for k-ordered hamiltonian. The loq'er
bound for n was improved by to n > 5k + 6 in lKY05].
Theorem 5 : [KSS99] Let k > 2 and G a graph of order n )
11k-3. If 6(G) Z l"lZl+lkl2)-7, then G i,s k-ordered hamiltonian.
The conditi,on on 6(G) i,s sharp.
A corresponding k-ordered hamiltonian result using the degree
sum condition, o2(G), lvas proved in IFGKLSS03]. It is importaut to
note that the d(G) condition is not just one-half the o2(G) condition.
Theorem 6 ; IFGKLSSO3] Letk be an,integer wi,th3<k <n12.
If o2(G) ) n* (3k - 9)12, then, G 'is k-ord,ered harniltonia,n. Th,e
con,d'itton on o2(G) zs sha,rp.
The extension fi'orn ordered sets of vertices on hamiltoniau cvcles
to strongly ordered linear forests was accomplished in [CFGJLP0a]
for the sum of degree condition o2.
Theorem 7 ; [CFGJLPO4] Letk> 0 and 0 ( s 1t be'integers,
and G a graph. of ord,er n ) max{179t+k,Bt2 +t+k}. The graph G
r.s strongly (k,t,s)-ordered, ha'mzltonzan if o2(G) sati.sfies any of the
following condition":
(r) "z(G))n*,k+l-3(rr) "z(G))n*k+t+s-4(ii'i) 
"z(G) 
) n* k + (3, -9)12
(*) "z(G))n*kAlso, a,ll of the cond'itzons on o2(G)
whens:0 and f >3,
when0(2s{tandt)3.
when3{t<2s,
when t 4 2,
are sltarp.
3 trXAMPLtrS AND PRELIMINARY
RESULTS
This section begins with examples that wiii verify the sharpness of
the main resuits, ancl illustrate the structure of the extremal graphs.
Since most of these examples are variations of extremal examples of
the results stated in Section 2, we also describe the examples used
to verify the sharpness of the Theorems in Section 2.
EXAMPLES 1: The minimum degree condition that implies that
a graph G is k-ordered is given in Theorem 5. The graph fls il
Figure 1, which is K 2y1, 1 2 1 -y l (K 5 1,,- zyn l 2 ) +t) l 2j U K iln-.zyx l.z i + t 1 1 t 1),
verifies that Theorern 5 is sharp. The graph I/6 is not k-ordered
arrd d(G) >- l"lZ1 + lklzl - 2. If consecutive vertices of the set
,9: {rr,r2,'..,16} are in alternate components of .IIs -.4. then a
cycle encountering S in tlLe appropriate order cannot exist.
The graph 1{ in Figure 2, which was given b), Ng and Schultz
lNsg7l, verifies that the degree condition in Theoreur 6 catnot be re-
duced. There is no cycle containing the vertices S : {rt, 12."',xk}
of H[, since there is a set
nate vertices of ,S from the
r'''t (3k - 10) 12.
of. k - 1 vertices that separates alter-
remaincler of the graph. Aiso. o2(11i) >
Figure 1: H6
Theorem 7 extends the results in Theorem 6 from just vertices
to linear forests and the linear forests allow for paths with a single
vertex. The graph.s verifying the sharpness of conditions (i), (ii),
and (iii) of Theorem T are described as graphs Ht, H2, and ,[13 in
Examples 2. The sharpness of condition (iv) is dernonstrated in
graph IIa.
EXAMPLES 2: Let -P be a (,k, t, s)-linear forest with z.; and y,; the
endvertices of the z'h path of F for 1 < z < t. Let Ht : K+ (AUB).
wltere A : Kr,,-t,-r+2.,K : Kk+t-2, &IId B : Kti-k-tt2,' The
l- 2- I L 2 i
degree sum a2 (H1l : n -l k + t - 4, and 111 is not strongly (k. t. s)-
ordered if z1 € A,Ut€ B, and F- {*r,At} e K.When s:0, Ilr is
the extremal exarnple for case (i).
KIOL*2Lkl2)+1)12)
rt fi3 frzlt /zl-t








. Kp - E(Cp) 12
- tu.1
Figure 2: H's
For I ) 2s ) 2let H2 be the graph derived from,4+(7+(^gUB)),
where S : Kr,T: Kn+t-s,A: K2r-1, and B : Kn-k-t-2r11. For
each vertex s, e ,5, pick two vertices ui,u,; € T. Delete the edges
s,i't).i) s,iu,i for each 'l to forrn H2. Wehave o2(H2) : n*k+tts-5, but
if we pick F q ,5 U 7, such that r21 : y2i: si)t2i.+t: u.ita2i-\:'t)i
for all z ( s, then l1z is not strongly (k, t, s)-ordered.
For 2s ) f 1et H3 be derived from A + (7 + (S U B)), where
S: *1;1,7: Kr+k_ ly,A: Kt-7, and B : Kn-k-2t*1. For
every vertex s4 €,S, picl< two vertices'LLi)'ui € ?, with the exception
that ur11 : uifor 1 < ? < ,- [i.l. For each z deiete the edges siui, si'L)i
between ,S and 7 to form 11e. We have o2(G) : ft*k+ l+l - 5. but
if we pick F C .9 U 7, such that r2i: Ll2i: si,T2i+t: ltily2i-t: l:i
for all i, < 1 .31, then f13 is not strongly (k,1, s)-ordered.
For general t, but in particular for t <2 of Theorem T, the graph
Ha:R7pl .k+t)/21|_ Kyln+*-tl7z' with the the linear forest F con-
tained in I(11,,+*_t)/21 is not (strongly) (k,1, s)-ordered hamiltonian.
and o2(Ha) :21(n+k-r)12). Note aiso that d(Aa) : l(n*k-r)/2).
Tlrus, for ru and k of the same parity, oz(Hq) : TL -l k - 1 and
d(Ha): (rz* k-1)12.
F {*t,At,rt,At} C Kx+t-q
The next set of examples gives the sharpness of the results of
Theorem 1.
trXAMPLES 3: The graph Ill in Examples 2 also applies ri'hen
s ) 0. Also, d(fI1) : L(n+k+t-4)12), and 111 isnot (,k.f.s)-
ordered.
For f { 2 the graph Hq in Examples 2 is not stronglv (k,/,s)-
ordered hamiltonian, and d(IIa) : [-(n + k - 1)12).
The followiug collection of examples II{, Ht, Hi, Hi, Hi" , H4 yer-
ify the sharpness of Theorem 2. Each of the examples is a slight
variation of the corresponding graphs in Examples 2. and the first
three graphs are pictured in Figures 3,4 and 5.
EXAMPLES 4: Let -P be a (,k,/,s)-linear forest u,ith r; and y;















F C K"l Kn+t-
Figure 4: Ht2
Iet H{ : K + (AU B), where A: K-n-t":t+ql,K : Kl, 11-a. and
B : Ktn-k-t+4,. The degree surno2(H!) : n+k+t-6. and fI{ is not
l------.--|
(,k,1,0)-ordbred if r).,y1 e A, x:1,At € B, and F - {rr,!7,rt11i g K
For t ) 5 this is the extremal example for case (i).
For 0 < 2s { t let H'2 be the graph derived from A* (7+ (SuB)).
where S: Kr,T: K*+t-r,A: Kzr-t, and B: Kn_k_'t-2ra1. For
each vertex s1 € ,S, plck four vertices u!4,ut,ui.ut, e T. Delete the
edges s1uf, siu4,siu.isi,L,l for each i to form H'2. \r'lehat'e o2(Ht):
n* k *t * s -7, but if ine pick F C .SU7. such that 12; : U2i :
sl,a2i+t: Ltti,72'i+t -'tti)r2i-L: uti,Aa._t: ui for all i < s, then Ht2
is not (,k,l,s)-ordered. For s ) 3 this is the extremal example for
case (ii).
For f ( 2s let HI be derived from A + (" + (^9 U B)), r,here
l0
FCKj/'z)UI{a+r-
S : Kl !-l,T : Kr. 
^,-l1l,A 
- K2lLl2t-tt atld B : I(,_ k_ t_2-tl2)+t.L2l L2)
Plck F C .9U7, such lhat r2i: a2i: si e S, z < l|], and
the remaining vertices of F are in 7. For each z delete the edges
s1:x2i-7, si1J2i-!, sir2i,+tt s,iUz,t.+t between ,S and T to form H'r. The
nunrber of edges deleted adjacent to si will be either 2, 3, or 4 de-
pending on wirether r2i._7:'yzt-t andf or r2i+7: y2i+t. If s: t,
then two edges r,vil1 be cleleted from each s;, if 3(l - l)14 ( s ( f,
then the vertices of F can be arranged such that no lnore than three
edges will be deleted from any vertex si, &nd in the remaining cases
some vertex s; will have four edges deleted. Therefore with es.1 : 0, 1
or 2 for s : t, 3(f - 1)14( s ( l, or 0 ( s { 3(t - l)l4respectively
we have










and l/i is not (,k, /, s)-orclered. The graph llj is an extrernal graph
for case (iii).
The graph Ha:R 71,,-A:at)/'tJ I K;6+n-t)lzl of Examples 2 u,ith
tlre the linear forest F contained tn Kyln+k*i)/21 is not (strongly)
(k,t, s)-ordered hamiltonian, with o2(Ha) :, + k - l. Thus, wiren
s ( 1 and t : 4, o2(Ha) : rL*k+t-5, when s I 2and f : 3,
oz(G) : rL -f k + t -4, and when f I 2, o2(Ha) : r, + k - t. Hence,
the graph fla provides an extremal example for case (v).
For s : 2 the graph H'1 canbe modified to form HI : Kp,a_2 *
(K51,,-n-t+z)/qU KlQt._k-t+z)/21) with all of the forest F in Kp4-2
except for two single rrertices of F that are in different components of
the graph Hi- Kx+r-2. Then 1{ is not (k,t,s)-ordered if the single
vertices of F are consecr-rtive in the ordering of F, and o2(Hi) :
n -l k + t - 4. The graph HI ts an extremal graph when s : 2
and t } 3. Lil<ewise, the graph H', can be modified to form Hi. -
K*+t-s + (K51,,-n-t+3)/z1l Ky1,,-n-t+3)lz)) with all of ihe forest F
in 1{a11-3 except for a single vertex and the endvertices of a path
of F that are in clifferent cornponents of the graph Hi- - K*+t z.
Then 11j" is not (,k,1, s)-ordered if the single vertex and the trn'o other
endvertices of F' are in consecutive components in the ordering of F.
and o2(.H[*) - n, + k + t - 5. The graph f{ is an extremai graph
whens:1andr>3.
For t ( 2, the graph Ha of Exarnples 2 is the extremal example for
case (iv), since it is not (ft,1,s)-ordered hamiltonian and o2(Ha):
n-lk-7.
The examples showing the sharpness of Theorem 3 follow ininre-
diately fron Exarlples 2 and Exanples 4, or are slight variations and
ale identified in the fbIlolving.
EXAMPLES 5: Whel s : 0 in Theorem 3 the graph 11{ in trx-
anples 4 also applies and 1{{ is not (k, t,0)-ordered, and 6(H'r) :
l(n+k+t-6)12). In the case when s:1andl ) 4 the graph
Hl can be modified to form a graph 1{{/, which considers the case
when 11 : yi and rt I yt. In this case d(Hi) : L(',, +,k + t - 5)12)
and H'l is not (,k,t,s)-orderecl. For case (iii) and 1 < s < t. Hi
can be modified to Hl' where rt : y7 and 11 : yr. In this case
6(Hi"): L(n + k + t - 4)12) and H'l' is not (k.f.s)-ordered. The
graphs H'r,H'; a;nd Htlt are extremal graphs for the cases (i), (ii),
12
and (iii) except for some sma1l values of s and /.
For I ( 2 the graph I/a in Examples 2 is not (k, f , s)-ordered
lramiltonian, and d(11a) : L(" +k-1)12).When s:0 and t:4,
the graph I1a is also not (k, t, s)-ordered hamiltonian and 6(H4) :
l(n+k-l)12): L(r+,k+ t-5)12. Likewise, when s:0 or l and
t:3, 6(H^): L(n + k -t - 4)121, and H4 is not (,k,t,s)-ordered
hamiltonian. Thus f1a is the extremal graph for the remaining cases
in Theorem 3.
Before stating some results that will be needed in the proofs, one
critical definition on t-linked graphs will be introduced.
Definition 6 : A graplt. G of order at least 2t i,s t-li,nked. zf fo,r euery
uerter set X : {rr,r2,...,frt,A7,?Jz, ...,Ltt} of 2t uertzces. there are
t uerter di,sio;int :Lt, -'A,i paths.
It should be noted that the linked property remains the same if
we allow repetition in X, and ask for f internaliy disjoint rt*At, paths.
Thus, as an easy consequence, every t-linked graph with f : k + s is
(,k,1, s)-ordered.
Theorem B : [TW05] Euery l1t-connected g,raph ,is t-linked.
This is an improvement of a result by Bollobds and Thoma-
son [8T96] that 22t-ci:onnected is sufficient for f-linked. Another
result by Kawarabayshi, Kostochka, and Yu [KKY06] implies that





ICFGJLP04] If a2t-conn"ected graph G has at-linked
then G i,s t-li,nked.
Lemma 2 : [CFGJLP04] If G i,s ag'raph,u'is auerter of G uith
d(r) > 2t - 7, a'nd" G - u i,s t-l'inked. then G i.s t-li,nked.
Theorem I : lM72) Euery graphG wi,th Iy(G)l -n)2t-l and
lE(G)l> 2tn has a t-connected subgraph.
.LJ
Theorem 10 : [CFGJLP04] Letk,s,t be i,nteqers with0 ( s ( I
and k > 0. If G zs a (strongly) (k,t,s)-ordered grayth on n ) k
uert'ices u'ith
(i) o2(G))ntk 'if s:0, or
(rr) "z(G))n*,k+s-l i,f s>0,then G is (stron,gly) (k,t,s)-ordered hamiltonian
Theorem 11 : [CFGJLPO4] For t ] 1, if G ts a (strongly) (k,t, s)-
ord,ered, graph on n ) k uert'ices with 6(G) > Lj+!!, then G i.s
( stronglg ) (k, t, s) - ordered ha'miltoni,an.
A similar result was also proved in [CFGJLP04] that in ill be useful
in extending from (strongly) (k, t, s)-ordered to (sirongly) (k,t, s)-
ordered haniltonial.
Theorem 12 : [CFGJLPO4] Let k, s,t be 'integers wi.th 7 < tl2 <
s 1t. If G i,s a (strongly) (k,t,s)-ordered graph of su,fficzently large
order n wi,ttt o2(G) > n+k*f , tl'ren G i.s (strongty) (k,t, s)-o'rd,ered.
Lt, o,m,i,l,t o n,i, a,n,.
4 PROOFS
We begin with a lemma that allows us to reduce the proofs of Theo-
rems 1, 2 and 3 to the consideration of iinear forests iu u,hich all of
the paths are either edges or vertices.
Lemma 3 : Let}{k,0(s{tbezntegers. If foranygraphGtof
order n' the condr,tzon o2(G') ) c1t l,mphns that Gt is (strongly) (t -
s,t, s) -ordered hami,lton,'ian, tlt en ttr,e graplt G of order Tt : n' + (k -
t-ls) wi,th"z(G) ) q: qt +2(k-l*s) i,s (strongly) (k.t.s)-o'rd.ered
hami,ltonian. Li,kewr,se, ,f 6(G') ) qt zmplr,es that Gt is (strongly)
(t - t,t,s)-ordered haml,ltonzan, then the graph G of order"rL: n' +
(k-t+ s) wr,th d-(G) > q : q' + (k-t+ s) i,s (strongly) (k,t. s)-ordered
ham'iltontan.
t4
Proof: Let F be a (stronglv) ordered (k,t,s)-linear forest in the
graph G or ordel rz rvith oz(G) )> q. Let G' be the graph obtained
from G by deleting the interior vertices of each of the paths of F of
length at least two and replacing each path of F with an edge. Thus,
G'has rLt : ?t- (k- f * s) vertices, oz(G') )> q-2(k-t-f s): nr,
and the forest -Fi replacing F is a (strongly) ordered (l - s, t, s)-
linear forest. By assumption, G/ is (strongly) (, - s, f , s)-ordered
hamiltonian ancl has an appropriate hamiltonian cycle containing
F'. Now, by replacing each edge of the forest F' by the appropriate
path of F gives the lecluired hamiltonian cycle in G. The proof for
tlre conditions d(G) ) q and d(G') > S-(k -f -Fs) is identical. This
completes the proof of Lernma 3. tr
The next iemma, rn h.ich insures the existence of a small cycle
containing a linear forest, r,vi11 be useful in several of the remaining
proofs.
Lemma 4 : Let 2 { t. 0 < s I t be'integers, and let F be a
(strongly) ordered (f - r, t,s)-l'r,near forest. If G i,s a graph, of order
n wi,tlt "z(G) 
) n that contazns a nonham'ilton'ian cycle conta'ining
F as a (strongLy) ordered li,near forest, tlten G also contazns su.ch a
cycle of order at most 6t.
Proof: Let tr : rTytU rzAz U "'U rgl with of course in s of these
cases ri - r1i. Let C be the smallest orcler cycle that contains.F as a
(strongly) ordered linear forest, and let P.; be the path in C bet*eeu
,171 and,ri-p1 with th"e iuciices taken modulo t. Let H : G - C.
We witl first shorv that lCl < 3t2 + t- Assume not. Note that
\f h e .FI, then h can be adjacent to a most 3 vertices of anv path
Pi. of C, fbr otherrvise the cycle C is not minimum in length. Thus,
dc(h) S 3r. If l't1,h2 e H andhthz / 11, then da(ht)+ds(h2) >
n - 6t > lHl, and so each pair of vertlces of 11 have a path of length
at most 2 betN,een them. Observe that if some path Pi of C has as
many as 6 vertices with adjacencies in I1, then the cycle C is not of
rninimum. length since some path of length at least 5 can be replaced
by a path of length at most 4. Hence, there is a vertex. sav ; € C',
that has no adjacencies in -I{, and we can assume that z is in the
longest path Pi for sorle j. A1so, the vertex z is not adjacent to au1,'
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other vertices of P7 except for the two vertices adjacent on the cr-cle
C. Thus, dcQ) S (t - t)lt)lcl + t. This implies thar
n< d,(h) + ct(z) 1n-lcl- t+ 3r+ ((t_ 1)lt)lCl+t <n,
a contradiction.
We can now assulle that lCl < Zt2 t t. First consider the case
when at least one of the paths, say P1 , has as many as 7 vertices.
Thus, Pt:(rt,22,...,:,6,27, ). Thesetof verticesZ: {21 .;a,.7}
is independent. Since o2(G) > r, and n is sufficientlv large. sorne
pair of vertices of Z has a common adjacency outside of C. This
contradicts the minimum length of C. Therefore, we can assume
tirat each P. has at most 6 vertices, and so lCl < At. This completes
the proof of Lemma 4. D
The following Lemma determines the structure of a graph that is
dense but is not (strongiy) (l - ,, f, s)-ordered.
Lemma 5 : Let2{t,0 { s 1t be'integers. If G i,s a graph of
sufficr,ently large order n with "z(G) 
) n I q that is not (strongly)
(t - r, t, s)-ordered and ts edge marimal wi.th respect to thi,s property,
tl"ten G ) X + (A U B) wh.ere X ts a m'in'imum cut set of G wi,th
q + 2 < lxl S 2t - l, and X can be partttr,oned 'into three sets
X',XA,X6 such that the ue'rt'ices of Xt are adjacent to all of the
uert'ices of Aa B, and the gro,phs Ar-t Xn and B I X6 are com,plete
graphs. ALso, eacl't uerter ol Xa (XB) has at mostGt adjacenc'i,es t,n,
B (A), and tf )Bl > lAl > 72*, then lX'l > ct + 2 and the uertzces
of X' haue deqree'n - 1-. In, additi,on, ,f 6(G) > (, * q)f2, then
Al,lBl> (r*d12-2t+2.
Proof: Let F be a (strong1l,) ordere,l (, - s, /, s)-linear forest. As-
sume G is not (strongly) (f - s,t,s)-ordered and edge-maximal with
respect to this property. If G has a vertex u of degree strictly less
than nf 2, then all of the vertices nonadjacent to u have degree at
least nf 2, and otherwise all of the vertices have degree at \east r'tf 2.
Thus, in either case G always has at least n2 f B edges. Theorem 9
implies that G has a 1Ot-connected subgraph, and by Theorem B. G
lras a f-linl<ed subgraph II. If G is 2t-connected, then G is f-linked
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by Lemma 1, and thus G is (stronglv) (t - ., t, s)-ordered, a contra-
diction. Hence, we can assune that G is at most 2t - I connected.
Therefore,
Q-r21"(G) S 2t-7.
Let the cornponents of F be r1y1,r2Az,...,frtAt with the under-
standing that if lhe i,tl'component is a vertex, then r,; : y;. and this
will occur s tiures.
Select rrertices 'rr and I such that uu / G, Since G is edge-
maximal, G* : G * uu has a cycle C* containing F such that the
edge uu is on the cyc1e, sal, between !71 and rz. Select vertices z and
u such that the cycle C* is of rninimum length. Note that C* will not
be harniltonian, siuce for any choice of zu with u,u / F the smallest
cycle containing uu and the fbrest F will not be hamiltonian. B.v*
Lemma 4 the cycle C* has length at m.ost 6t. If there is a r.ertex tu
suclr that u,Lu)uuu € G, but a / C'*, then there is the required c).c1e
in G. Thus) we carl assume that all of the common adjacencies of u
and u are in C*, and so ]l/(u) n,n/(u)l < 6t. This implies that if z
and g are two vertices of G with lN(r) n lf (y)l ) 61, then ry e G.
Let X be a minimal cut set of G, and so q* 2 < lxl < 2t - l.
Let A and B be the components of G - X, and we can assume that
i/l < lBl We will show that A and B are complete. First, we will
show that any vertex a € A (or b e B) can be nonadjacent to at
most 2t - 2 vertices of A U X (or B U X). Let ct e ,4 and assurne
d(.a) : l-,{l + lxl - m for some m ) 0. Let b e B.Then. siuce a1 and
a2 have at nost 6l comnon adjacencies,
'n 1n-tc1< d(a)+d(b) < [|Al+lxl-znl+flBl+lxl-11 I n*2t-m-2.
So, m <2t- 2. Thus, for ever1, ae A. d(")> lal+ lXi -2t+ 2 aucl
for every b e B, d(.b) > lgl + lXl -2t+ 2. Now. asslrme there exist
nonadjacent vertices a1,a2 €,4. Then,
n { n -t q < cl(a) + rl(oz) < (2t - 2) + 2(6t) + (2t - 2') : t6t - 4
which is a contradiction for sufficientiy large n. Thus. ,4 is complete.
An analogolls aigurrent shows B is complete.
Next we rvill show that for all r € X, dn(r): l,4l or dB@) : lBl
First observe that dn@) ( 6l or ds@) : lBlsince B is complete.
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If ds(r) < 6t < lBl and dej,) < lAl, then there exists a e ,4 sr.rch
tlrat n -t q < c|(a) + d(*) < lAl + (2t- 1) - 2 + 6t + cfu(r). Thus,
lAl > " 
-t q * 3 - l4t, a coutladiction.
Thus, each veltex of X wiil be adjacent to all of the rzertices of
,4 or to all of the vertices of B. Thus, the vertices of X can be
partitioned into three sets X', Xa and X6, such tirat the vertices of
X' are those vertices of X adjacent to ali of the vertices of both ,4
and B, the vertices of Xa are adjacent to all of the vertices of A. and
the same is true of X6. Each vertex of Xa has at most 6l adjaceucies
in B, and so nearly all of the vertices of B have no adjacencies in
X71. A1so, if ,4 has nore than (6t)(2t) vertices, then,4 rvill aiso har.e
a vertex that is uot acl.jacent to any vertex of Xg.
Consider the case when 1,4] > 12*. Vertices r e A and 11 e B
have at least q * 2 common adjacencies) so this implies that lX/l >
qf 2, since for appropriate z and y all of their common adjacencies are
in X'. Also note that because of iarge neighborhood intersections the
vertices of both Xa and Xp are ad.jacent to a1l of the vertices of X'.
Hence, each vertex of X' is adj acent to a1l of the other vertices of G. If
d(G) > (n-lq) 12, then each rrertex of -4 has at least (n+q) l2- (2t-l)
adjacencies in A, and so lB] > l,4l > (n+q)12*21*2. This completes
the proof of Lemma 5. tr
lVe next give the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof: By Lemma 3 we need to consider only linear forests rvhose
cornponents are only edges and vertices. Let F be such a (t - s. t. s)-
linear forest. The case (ii) when t ( 2 follows directly frour Theorerr
7 (iv). In Case (i) r,vhen f :3 the result follows directly,'frorn Theo-
rem 7 (i), (ii), and (iii) depending on whetirer s : 0,1.2 or 3. Thus.
we car assunle that / ) 4. Also, if s : 0, then Theorem 7 (i) implies
Theorem l directly, so we can assume that s > 0.
if G is strongl;, (k, t, s)-ordered graph, then G is strongly (k. f . s)-
ordered hamiltonian by Theorem l0 in the case when s I t-2. When
s : t - 1 or s : f, then 2s > t and Theorem 12 implies that G is
strongly (k, l, s)-ordered hamiltoniau.
Thus, it is sufficient to shorv that G is a strongly (k,t.s)-ordered
graph with k - t - s. Assume that G does not have a cy-cie C'
containing the strongly ordered (k, t, s)-linear forest F and is edge-
maximal with respect to this property. By Lemila 5 u,e have that
1B
G ) X + (,4U8) sr-rch that X is paltitioned into 3 sets X/JX1UXp
witlr iX'l > k+l- 1, each vertex of X'has degree rz- 1, and AoX;
and B U Xs form cornplete graphs.
Let the components of F- be r1y1, r2,A2: ... ,rt?Jt where fi.i: yi
in s of the components and indices are modulo l. Observe that from
the previous paragraph we hnow U&t+t is an edge in G unless one
vertex is in,4UXa and the other is in B UXa. Let r be the number
of pairs of ihis type. If lX' - Fl) r then for every nonadjacent pair
?/tiLt+t there exists a vertex u e Xt F such. that yiurall is a path in
G and a cycle containing F in order can be forned using edges and
paths ol lcrgth two.
Note lX/ - Fl : lx'l - lF ) Xtl> (k +t * t) - (k+t - 2r) > r
provided r ) 7. This conpletes the proof of Theorem 1. tr
The proof of Theorem 2, .,vhich is very similar to the proof of
Theolern 1, follorvs.
Proof: By Lemma 3 rve need onl;, 66nti6er linear forests whose corn-
ponents are edges and vertices. Let f' be a (t - t,l, s)-iinear forest
with k : t* s. The general structure of the proofs of cases (i)through
(ir,,) are the same, so u,e rvill deal with thern collectively. We will flrst
show that G is a (k, t, s)-ordered graph, and then later show that this
cycle can be extended to a hamiltonian cyc1e. By Lemma 5 we can
assume that G ) X + (A U B) such that X is partitioned into 3
sets X' U XaU X6 such that each vertex of X' adjacent to a1l of the
vertices of A U B, and AU Xn, and B U Xs are complete graphs. \\/e
also have for the various cases
k+t-r < n(G) <2t-7,
where r:3 in case (z). r:4- s in case (i,i,), r: l4(l - ("/t))l -
(t - 5)12 irr case (iii), r - 3 - s iu case (iv), and in case (v) r - t-2
for 21t < 4.
We will first deal with the situation when l,4l > (6t)(2t), in which
case ]X'] > "r(G) +2 - zz, and the vertices of X' have degree n, - l.
Thus in case (z) lX'l > k+t-3. in case (i'i) lX'l > kf f ts-4, il case
(xxx) lX'l > ,k+(3t- 5)12-l+(t-slt)1, in case (iv) lX'l ) ,k*f *s-3,
and in case (v) lx'l> k+2.
Let X" be the vertices of Xt that are also vertices of F. let
p : lX"l, aud let k/ be the nurnber of edges of F in X"" Recall
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th.at r,ve must find I paths connecting consecutive cornponents of F
to form a cycle.
If k' : 0, then at least p of the paths connecting components
of F can be fbrmecl from edges incident to X't. Now lX'- X"l:
]X'l - 1:> t-pitt all cases since lXll ) t in all cases. Thusthere
are t - p vertex disjoint paths of length 2 with the central vertex
tn Xt - X" from any f -p vertices of Al Xr1 to any / -p rrertices
of B U X6. Thus, ar appr:opriate cycle containing F can be forrned
using such paths ancl possibly eclges in AU Xe and B U Xe.
lf kt > 0, then at least p - k'* 1 paths connecting compouents of
F can be formed fron edges incident to vertices in X" .If lX' - X" l :
lx'l - p > t - (.p - k'* 1), we can form the remaining paths in the
cycle using paths of lengt}r 2 with central vertex in X' - X" as before.
Thus, we need lX'l > t + kt - l. In case (ii), lxll > t+k - 1 and
since k' < k the desirecl inequalitv always holds. In cases (i) and
(iv), lx'l >t+k-1unless lX'l: t+k-2or lXll:t*k-3. But
tlren k/ <k-l or k'<k- 2 respectively. Thus, in either instance.
lX'l> t+kt - 1. In case (iii), lx'l >t+++k-14(1-slt)1. Thus.
we need l@ - k') + + - [4(1 - tlt)Jl> 0 which certainly ]rolds if
s: I or t> 6. This leaves only the two cases wheret:5, s:4
and t : 4, s : 3 and by inspection, the inequality holds for both.
Finally, in case (v) when t : 3 or 4, it is straightforward to check
that lX'] > t + k' - 1 just as in cases (i) and (iv).
Tlrus in all cases, if ]/l > l2t2 there exists a cycle in G containing
F in order.
lVe now consider the case when l,4l < L2t2. By Lemma 5 we
have the vertices of G partitioned into sets ,4, B and X. Also, X is
partitioned into sets X', Xn and X6 such that AlXnand BUXeUXl
form conrplete graphs. Each vertex of AUXa has "small degree", for
it would be in X' otherrvise. Hence, only a smali number of vertices
of B are adjacent to any vertex of AUX4, and so the set of vertices
of E nonadjacent to all vertices of AU X4, which will be denoted
by Bn,is large. Let An : AUX.a. and X* : Xt U XBU (B - B.).
For any vertex u € A* and z, e Bn, uu / G, and so u and u harre
at least o2(G) - n -l2 comrron adjacencies in X*. The vertices
of G are partitionecl into three sets -4.*,8* and X* wlth B* U X*
and A* forming complete graphs, and each vertex of A* has at least
"z(G) - n * 2 adjacencies in X*.
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For the hnear forest F let A" : F et A*, B" : B* o F, and
X" : Xn n F and let rr,, b aird c be the nurnber of vertices iu these
respective sets. Since B'* U X'* spans a complete graph, to form
the I paths for the appropriate cycle containing F, it is sufficient to
construct the disjoint paths from the rz vertices of A" to X*, since
there are edges betrveen the remaining vertices of F. Thus, if a -- 0.
then F g (8" UX*), so there is a cycle containing F. Thus, \ve can
assumethata)0.
Let s/ be the nurnber of singletons in Att . Begin constructing
paths from veltices ir A" as follows. Order the vertices af A" cott-
sisteut with that on F and such that the last in this ordering is not
a singleton (if such an endvertex appears in A't.) Find paths from
A" to X* l-) F by first choosing an edge to another vertex iu A" if
possible, secondly an edge to a rrertex tn X" if possible, ancl then
firrally a vertex in X* - X". Note that if u is a vertex in A/' that
is a singleton in F, rve nust find two paths in X* U F. Let r be
the number of vertices in the components of F just preceeding and
just following the last vertex in A't. [That is, if u is a rrertex in A"
that, in F, is preceeded by a singleton and foliowed by an edge, then
r : 3. So for all vertices, r : 2,3, or 4.] Then, all vertices tn A't ,
including the 1ast, have at least M vertices available in X* U F rvhere
l,tt : oz(G) *nl2- c-2(ct,-1) + (r -min{r, b}) if Att contains all
singletons of F and l,,I : oz(G)-n*2-c-(o.|s' -1)+(r-min{r, b})
otherwise. Note in the expressions for AI, tlne term (r - min{r, b})
adds back the number of vertices we (may) have mistakenly deleted
by ignoring consecutive components in F. if the last vertex tn Att is
a singleton, we need A/I > 2.If the last vertex in 1," is the endveltex
of an edge in F, we need M ) 1.
Case (i):
Since s : 0, we l<nor,v s' : 0, r : 4. Thus, I.t > k + f - 3 - c: - (a -
1) + (4 - rnin{4, b}) : (b - min{4, b}) + 2 > 1.
Cases (ii) and (iv):
Note that in both c&S€s, 02 ) n * k + t +s - 6 so each vertex of A'
has at least,k * I * s - 4 adjacencies in X*.
If s' : a, then
NI : k* r * s - 4 - c- 2(a- 1) + (r - min{r.b})
:(b-min{r, b}) + (s - s') + r - 2.
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If the last vertex in A" has no vertex of. A" that is consecntive in
tlre order of F, th"en st : s forces r : 4; s' : s- I forces r' ) 3;
s'( s-2 forces r ) 2.So IVI > 2. If the last vertex in,4'l has
precisely one vertex of A't that is consecutive in F, then s': s for-ces
r : 3; s/ : s - 1 fbrces r ) 2;s' ( s-2 forces r ) 2.So.Az1 ) 1. In
all of these situ.ations the cycle can be compieted. If ihe last vertex
in A" has two vertices of A" consecutive in the order of F, then the
cycle ciearly can be formed.
If s/ < a, then
A,[ : k*f -F s - 4 - c- (a,* s' -1) + (r - inin{r.b})
:(b-min{r,b}) + (s - s') + r - 3.
If st s*2, then.Azl > 1. If sl : s - 1, either the last vertex u is
ad.]acent to a singleton in,4" or r ) 3. In either case. r1'f > 1. If
si: s, either z is adjacent to a singleton of Att or r ) 4 ancl ll > I.
Case (iii):
So each vertex of A" has at least k + (3t - 5)12 - er,i adjacencies in
X*. As before, we will forrn the cycie containing F by sequentiaily
finding paths from the vertices of A" No X*, and the notation of a,b, c
and s/ of the previous case will. be used in this case. The number of
adjacencies in X* available to form the paths for the last vertex of
A" ts
k + (3t - 5)12 - €st - k - (r- uin{r,b})) - (a + s' - 1 - *)
> (t-S)lZ+ (A min{r,b}) -.',, *r *7+a-s', (1)
where a : 1 if the last vertex of A" is a singleton. If the nr-rnber in
the preceding equation is at least 1 * d, then the cycle can be forrnecl.
Also, the minimal case in the previous inequality is rvhen r" : 2. and
so it is sufficient to consider the r : 2 case. Hence. \ve call asslrnre
that s/ > (t - \) l2 - e ",t * (b - min{2, b}), for the required c"vcle could
be formed otherwise. Also, as observed earlier. we can assume that
c> k + (t - 5)12- €5,1 znd so a { (t + 4)12* e".r - b, for otherrvise
the required cycle could be formed. Thus,
tf2 - e,,7+ (b- trin{2,b}) < r' { a I (t+4)12*e".1 -b. (2)
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Since G is edge maxinral rvith respect to having the required
cycie containing -F, a1l edges betr,veen pairs of vertices of F that are
not in consecutive cornponents of F cannot be used in any cycle
containing F. Hence, if there are vertices from three components
of F in A" ot two consecutive components of F, then there rvill
be no vertices in 8", since any such vertex would har.e to be in a
cornponent consecutive to each of the components represented in A" .
Also, if there are vertices in as many as two components of F in A",
then b ( 2, since at most two vertices can be consecutive components
oi F of two distirrcL colrponerrLs.
If b > 5, then the inequalitv (2) gives a contradiction. If b : 4,
then inequality (2) becomes an ecluality which implies that f ls even
and o : st : tf2, aud €s.r:2. However, this implies that t > 6.
s' ) 3, and so by the remarks of the previous paragraph b : 0. Hence.
we can assrlme that b < 3. The sarne argument appiies if b : 3 and
6s,r: 1. arrd so iI b:3. then cs,t:2 and tl2-l ( s'( tlZ+1.
Since b:3 implies that s/:1, andsof :4. AIso €s.t:2 implies
s :2, a contradiction, so we can assurne that b < 2.
Observe that if s' : tl2 -f p for some integer p > 0 with I even,
then the term (a * s' - 2) in displayed expression (1) becomes (a *
s' - 2 - 4p), since at least 2p of the isolated pairs of vertices of F in
A" would be consecutive in -P, adjacent in Att , and would need no
adjacencies in X* to form the cycle. Thus, the modified expression
for the lower bound of (1) would be (t - 4)12 + (b - min{2,b}) -
esl*4*4p- (tl2+p) 23p ) 2 and for p) 1. Thus, for f even, we
can assume that s/ < tl2. lf st : (t - L)12 * p for f ocld, then tire
rnodified expression (1) becomes (, - 5)12 + (b - min{2,b}) -.,,, +
4+ 4p - Z - ((t. - 1)12 + p) > 3p - r",t. Thus, if p > 2or if e,,1 : 1,
this implies there are trvo choices for the selectiou of adjacencies in
Xn for the Iast vertex of A" . If p : 1 and €s,t : 2, then either there
are more that one pair of the isolated vertices of F n l// that are
consecutive or the last vertex used to build the path can be assumed
to have four, not just trvo, potential adjacencies in F. r'hich increases
the count in the expression (t) by tu,o. Thus, \\-e car a.ssume for I
odd that s' < (t - 1) 12
If s' : tf2, then either two of tire isolated r.ertices of F lt A"
are consecutive or the last vertex of A" used to complete the cycle
has 2 f er,i potential vertices of F it can be adjacent to. Based
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on the modification of expression (1) this implies that the possible
choices for the edges needed to complete the cycle coming frorn this
last vertex is at least (t-4)12+4-tl2 > 2, so the cycle can be
completed. The same arguments apply for the other cases that are
1eft, nanrely s' : (t - 4)12,(t - 3)12,(t - 2)12, and (t - 1)/2. This
completes the proof of this case.
The case (v) when t < 2 fbllows directly from Theorem 7 (ir,).
The subcase t : 3 and s { 2 ancl the subcase t : 4 ands : 1 is a
consequence of the argument usecl in the proof of cases (ii) and (ir,).
A1so, the subcase t - 4 and s : 0 follows directly frorn the argument
for case (i).
Thus, in ail of the cases, the graph G is (k, f , s)-ordered. so it
remains to shown that the cycle can be extended to a hamiltonian
cyc1e.
In case (i), o2(G) ) n* k and s:0. So by Theoren 10. the
orciered cycle coutaining F can be extended to a hamiltonian cvcle.
Incases (ii) and (iv) o2(G) ) nlk+s- l ands ) 1. Thus, by
Theorem 10 the ordered cycle containing -F can be extended to a
lramiltonian cyc1e. In case (111), o2(G) ) n I k + (t - 3) 12 for all
values of s and , of this case, and so by Theorem 12, the ordered
cycle containing F can be extended to a hamiltonian cycle. Case (v)
when t { 2 follows directly from Theorern 7 (iv), and the remaining
subcases of (v) fbllow from Theorems 10 and L2. This completes the
proof of Theoren 2. tr
Finallv for the proof of Theorem 3, observe that the only part of
Theorem 3 that cloes not follow immediately frorn Theorem 2 is part
(zzi) where s> tl2. The proof of this part is exactly thesarue as the
proof of case (iz) of Theorem 2 in the instance that l,4l > 12t2. !
QUtrSTIOI\S
There are nurnerous questions that arise from these results and some
natural generalizations. Sharp minimum degree conditions and sum
of degrees of nonadjacent r.ertices conditions have been proved that
inrply a graph is (strongly) (k,t,s)-ordered hamiltonian. It is nat-
ural to consider other conditions that implv hamiltonicity, such as
ciosure collditions, to see if thev imply (strongly) (,k, t, s)-orclered
hamiltonian.
Question L What d,egree cond,itzons or closure cond'itions that i.m-
ply hamiltonzan type cond,,it,ions aLso imply that a graph is (strongty)
(k, t, s) - ord,erecl hami,lton,i an ?
It is ais<t natural to consider placing linear forests on rlany smaller
cycles, and in particular are there pancyclic type properties anaio-
gous to tirose introduced by Bondy in [B71] that replace the hamil-
tonian property.
Question 2 What are the m'in'imum degree condi,tzons and sum of
d,egrees of nonadjacent uert'ices that i,mply that a graph contazns cycles
of all possi,ble lengths corfia'in'ing a (strongly) ordered (k.t.s)-l.,i,near
forest?
Linear forests have been piaced on hamiltonian cycles, but no
requirement on the components of the linear forest being distributed,
maybe uniformly, on the hamiltonian cycle.
Question 3 Do condit'ions sr,mzlar to the the mr,nimum degree con-
dztr,ons and sum of degrees of nonadjacent uert'ices that imply that
a graph i,s (strongly) (k,t, s)-ordered hamzltonian also imply that the
camponents can be distributed uni,formly on the cycle.
Lt)
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